Newly Released Version of AccountMate SQL Accounting Features Significantly
Enhanced Executive Summary Management Reporter
PETALUMA, Calif.--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- AccountMate Software Corporation just released an update to
their financial software system’s SQL product line. The recent AccountMate 10.3 for SQL’s main
enhancement has been made to the Executive Summary.
The Executive Summary has been featured in this product for many years and is guided by the users who
are authorized to view certain information. It allows for viewing of a snapshot of the company’s current
financial condition and can quickly identify potential areas of concern.
AccountMate has taken this functionality a step further by providing authorized users the capability of
viewing the graphical presentation of each amount in the Executive Summary screen. Data can be
presented in the desired graphical format and then previewed in printer-ready format, printed, copied,
saved to file, and emailed in various supported file formats.
Why is that important? This enhancement provides users a visual summary to quickly grasp the pieces of
financial information in an easy to understand format, thereby facilitating data analysis.
The AccountMate Executive Summary has always provided drill-down to the transaction level from this
Summary, but providing this graphical presentation and manipulation gives this functionality some “teeth”.
Management flexibility was the key driver of this enhancement request. AccountMate acted on it!
There are many more feature and function enrichments to this latest updated release of AccountMate
10.3. David Dierke, President and CEO of AccountMate is quoted, “the entire AccountMate system is
presented in customizable modules and provides the flexibility that AccountMate clients have become
accustomed. Since new enhancements basically come from them, these new features are truly relevant.”
As their usual protocol, enhancement requests come directly from their AccountMate Solution Providers
and their clients. There is a formalized process to prioritize these requests which assures that the new
features and functions will create the most benefit for the authorized users.
About AccountMate
Founded in 1984, AccountMate develops and markets fully modifiable business accounting software.
Systems range from single user versions to those that support hundreds of users simultaneously.
AccountMate software is available for local or cloud installation. It is distributed exclusively through a
worldwide channel of authorized solution providers. AccountMate can be reached at (800) 877-8896 or at
accountmate.com.
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